
 
 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 
 

 

HIFI SEAN FEATURING CRYSTAL WATERS – 

“TESTIFY”  
 

U2 ARE ALREADY BELIEVERS AS “TESTIFY” IS PLAYED NIGHTLY 
BEFORE THE BAND TAKES THE STAGE ON ITS CURRENT JOSHUA TREE TOUR 2017 

 
SINCE HER DEBUT WITH “GYPSY WOMAN (SHE’S HOMELESS)” IN 1991, 

SINGER/SONGWRITER CRYSTAL WATERS HAS CHARTED 
TEN #1 BILLBOARD DANCE SINGLES 

 
DEFECTED SET TO RELEASE “TESTIFY” VIA DOWNLOAD & STREAMING  JULY 21 

 
VIDEO:  “TESTIFY” 

 
 Sean Dickson, best known to American audiences as the singer/guitarist with Scottish 

alternative hitmakers The Soup Dragons, is set to again make major inroads into the American 

market as producer/remixer HIFI SEAN. His latest single “Testify” is a rousing, crowd-pleasing 

dance anthem co-written and sung by CRYSTAL WATERS, herself a Billboard veteran with ten 

#1 dance hits to her credit.  

 “Testify” is one of the songs handpicked by U2 to warm up crowds prior to the band 

taking the stage on its current The Joshua Tree Tour 2017.  French electronica producer and DJ 

Dimitri From Paris calls the track “An unlikely blend of gospel, handbag piano and acid bassline 

with Crystal Waters on top. Cheeky, camp, and full of good vibes” (The Guardian, 8/4/17).   

 Part gospel anthem, part joyful house workout, “Testify” is one of those once-in-a-blue-

moon moments, a perfectly formed song with a heart that reaches out to move you. Originally 

released in November 2016 on Sean’s own imprint Plastique Recordings, “Testify” has grown 

and hooked fans organically, making the playlist at BBC Radio 2 and taking on a life of its own.  

July 21 sees the release of a generous helping of heavyweight remixes. Club legend Sandy 

Rivera works in a house beat to transform the track into a club banger like only he can, providing 

a vocal mix that will satisfy all DJ requirements.  Swedish producer OPOLOPO’s jazzed-out mix 

provides blissful instrumental breaks and explores the silkiness of Crystal’s voice.  Also included 

is an Original Extended version as well as a no-nonsense driving vocal mix from Rhythm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6H3w9BTzUBc
https://www.facebook.com/hifisean/
http://www.iamcrystalwaters.com/
http://www.u2songs.com/news/thejoshuatree2017_pre_show_and_post_show_music_update


Masters. You’ll be hard pressed to find a mix among these that fails to get the dancefloor 

moving. 

 

TRACKLIST: 

1.  “Testify” (Original Extended) 

2.  “Testify” (Sandy Rivera Main Mix) 

3.  “Testify” (Sandy Rivera Dub) 

4 . “Testify” (Rhythm Masters Vocal Mix) 

5.  “Testify” (OPOLOPO Remix) 
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